Festival of Learning Showcase

Facilitator(s): Mr Gordon Cunningham and Mr Alastair Honeybun, Learning Technology Support Team

Strategic theme: Rich, interactive learning experience

Subject Title: How can Learning Technologies Support help you?

Contact Details: Gordon x 9262 G.A.Cunningham@curtin.edu.au and Alastair x 1733 A.Honeybun@curtin.edu.au

Brief Description:

This session provides an overview on what the Learning Technologies Support team offers, what they do and provides information on customer service, workshops, and innovations the team is currently involved in, and technologies that we support.

Benefits: The benefits of coming to this session are to:

- Identify what support is available to you; and
- Learn what innovative technologies are being supported and explored

Time/Day: Friday 20 March 2015; 11:30 – 12:00pm

Duration: 30 mins

No. of Sessions: One

Venue: Building 300:214

Special Requirements: No special requirements needed